We propose energy bandpass filtering employed using the idea of antireflection heterostructures as means to reduce the energy requirements of a superlattice phase change memory (PCM) based on germanium telluride (GeTe) and Sb 2 Te 3 heterostructures. Different configurations of GeTe/Sb 2 Te 3 superlattices are studied using the nonequilibrium Green's function approach. Our electronic transport simulations calculate the coupling parameter for the high-resistance covalent state, to 97% that of the stable low-resistance resonant state, maintaining the ON/OFF ratio of 100 for a reliable read operation. By examining various configurations of the superlattice structures, we conclude that the inclusion of antireflection units on both sides of the superlattice increases the overall ON/OFF ratio by an order of magnitude which can further help in scaling down of the memory device. It is also observed that the device with such antireflection units exhibits 32% lesser RESET voltage than the most common PCM superlattice configurations. Moreover, we also find that the ON/OFF ratio in these devices is also resilient to the variations in the periodicity of the superlattice.
by a unique energy-time profile involving very high currents in general, a major part of which is not utilized for switching. In order to reduce the energy requirement for switching, various design strategies have been proposed in the literature involving geometry based [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] or bottom electrode material based approaches [11] [12] [13] . Apart from these, thermoelectric effects originating due to high local temperatures combined with high current density in the device have also been harnessed, which have been demonstrated to reduce the programming currents down to 100 μA [14] . Despite all these approaches, the total loss of energy in a PCM cell amounts to a huge fraction of the total energy consumed.
Another class of PCM involving superlatticelike structures (SLLs) and crystalline amorphous superlattice structures (CASLs) was proposed by Chong et al. [15] , [16] and Wang et al. [17] which comprise thick layers of germanium telluride (GeTe) and Sb 2 Te 3 placed alternatively. Such structures involve both polycrystalline and amorphous phases unlike the single crystalline structure in a typical superlattice and depend upon the reduced thermal conductivity of a GeTe/Sb 2 Te 3 -based device than that with Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 for their improved performance. However, these structures inherently involve two independent crystallization events for GeTe and Sb 2 Te 3 and are limited by entropy-based losses. In order to reduce the energy losses associated with thermal phase change process, Simpson et al [18] proposed a GeTe/Sb 2 Te 3 superlattice-based interfacial PCM (iPCM) [ Fig. 1(a) ] where the phase change phenomenon occurs predominantly at the interface of an ultrathin (< 2 nm) GeTe and Sb 2 Te 3 .
Unlike the conventional Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 or SLL PCM where phase change occurs between amorphous and crystalline phases of the material involving a molten state of the material, in an iPCM, the phase change happens between two crystalline phases without the intervening melt-quench process. Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain the phase change in a superlattice PCM including polarization-dependent optical control, magnetic field, electric field, thermal activation, and charge injection, where the charge injection is the most widely accepted [19] . The charge injection mechanism [20] , [21] of the phase change in the iPCM has been attributed to a structural transition between the sixfold resonantly bonded cubic structure to a fourfold covalently bonded diamond structure caused by a short range displacement of Ge atoms in GeTe, which in itself is a unique compound with the abundance of thermoelectric, ferroelectric, and phase change properties despite the simple stoichiometry [22] . The work by Simpson et al. [18] has opened up new avenues of research in the domain of PCMs to reduce the energy requirements and enhance data densities. This work is guided by the fact that with extremely small dimensions and elimination of amorphous phase altogether, the conducting behavior of iPCM can be controlled by principles of band engineering. Here, we propose the use of antireflective regions as energy bandpass filters to improve the performance of superlattice PCM. For instance, antireflective coatings (ARCs) [23] [24] [25] have already been proposed as excellent bandpass filters to enhance the efficiency and output power of superlattice thermoelectrics [26] [27] [28] . However, their application for programming energy reduction in PCMs has not been explored as of yet. We demonstrate quantitatively using the atomistic nonequilibrium Green's function (NEGF) simulations on superlattice PCM structures that the inclusion of ARC in conventional iPCM structures outperforms it in terms of programming energy requirements. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the simulation methodology used in this work, and in Section III, we explain the key findings. Our electronic transport simulations calculate the coupling parameter for the high-resistance covalent state, to 97% that of the stable low-resistance resonant state, maintaining the ON/OFF ratio of 100 for a reliable read operation. By examining various configurations of the superlattice structures, we conclude that the inclusion of antireflection units on both sides of the superlattice increases the overall ON/OFF ratio by an order of magnitude which can further help in scaling down of the memory device technology. It is also observed that the device with such antireflection units exhibits 32% lesser RESET voltage than the most common PCM superlattice configurations. Moreover, we also find that the ON/OFF ratio in these devices is also resilient to the variations in the periodicity of the superlattice. In Section IV, we conclude with a brief discussion.
II. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

A. Device Schematics
A schematic 1-D band diagram of the conventional iPCM structure [18] with eight periodic layers is shown in Fig. 1 (a) depicting a 1-nm GeTe acting as a well (W), and a 4-nm Sb 2 Te 3 acting as a barrier (B) with a conduction band edge offset E c of 0.65 eV [29] [30] [31] [32] , thus forming a 40-nm-wide superlattice channel. For conduction to take place, there are the source and drain electrodes to the left and the right of superlattice channel (not shown in the figure) . This configuration is labeled as well-barrier superlattice (WB-SL) configuration since the left and right layers (also viewed as top and bottom layers) of superlattice are comprised of well (W) and barrier (B) materials, respectively. It is to be noted that as per the superlattice nomenclature "Well" refers to the layer sandwiched between two barriers of different materials. However, here we refer to the layer with well material as W unless otherwise mentioned. On the application of an electrochemical potential gradient via the contacts along theẑ-direction, conduction takes place through the superlattice and a critical potential leads to the phase change in the device, transforming the low-resistance state (LRS) to a high-resistance state (HRS) and vice versa.
As will be explained in the subsequent sections, the ARC consists of two thin (half-width of superlattice barrier) layers of barrier material on both sides of the superlattice, which results in an improved conduction of the device. Therefore, for incorporating ARC in WB-SL configuration, either we need to add an additional well to the right (encircled with green) in WB-SL configuration to make it well-well superlattice (WW-SL) configuration [ Fig. 1(b) ] or remove a well (black cross showing the removal of well) from the left to make it barrier-barrier superlattice (BB-SL) configuration [ Fig. 1(c) ], keeping the number of barriers constant. Fig. 1(d) shows the proposed ARC-SL configuration that includes ARC coatings on both sides (shaded region) of the PCM superlattice. The barrier height is kept constant in all the configurations of Fig. 1 . Furthermore, we emphasize that WW-SL structure is not favorable for fabrication [33] [34] [35] and is only included in this work for the sake of comparison.
B. Electronic Transport Simulations
A quantum transport analysis of superlattice PCM in all the four configurations is carried out using a self-consistent NEGF formalism with the Poisson solver [36] , [37] . To estimate electronic currents using this NEGF-Poisson approach, the prerequisite is the calculation of transmission spectrum T (E), which is obtained using the following equation:
where Tr denotes the trace of the matrix and [G(E)] is the matrix representation of energy resolved "retarded" Green's function given by
where I is the identity matrix, [H ] is the effective mass Hamiltonian calculated using the nearest-neighbor tight-binding model, [U ] is the total effective potential, and (E) is the self-energy matrix representing coupling of [H ] with contacts. The notation 1(2) in (1) represents the broadening matrix of left and right contacts, respectively, and is given by
The potential [U ] in (2) includes the collaborative effect of externally applied potential and electrostatic potential in the device and is solved self consistently using the Poisson's equation given by
where (ẑ) is the direction of charge transport, N D is the doping density, and n(z) is the electron density given by
where a 0 is the interatomic spacing and G n is the diagonal element of the electron correlation function given by
where f 1 (2) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution of the left (right) contact. Once the transmission is calculated, it can be used to calculate currents by using the Landaur equation
where μ 1 (2) is the electrochemical potential of contact 1 (2) . Using the calculated current and, hence, the resistance of the device in the SET and RESET states, we analyze the performance of a superlattice PCM device.
C. Hamiltonian Calculation
The most crucial input for our simulation engine is the Hamiltonian [H ], which can be calculated either by using computationally expensive density functional theory (DFT) [38] or using the nearest-neighbor tight-binding model, which under some valid assumptions provides equivalent outcomes [36] . The tight binding theory can be applied directly when the material under consideration remains unaffected structurally during the device operation. However, in the case of PCMs that involve a structural change from resonant to covalent bonding, the calculation of Hamiltonian becomes tricky.
Here, we present a simplified approach for the calculation of the Hamiltonian for both phases originating from the Fig. 2 . Switching mechanism for superlattice PCM. In LRS, a sixfold coordination exists between Ge and Te, whereas in HRS, Ge is fourfold coordinated with Te, due to which there is a small local displacement of Ge atoms in the HRS with respect to the LRS. Here, it is assumed that atoms in Sb 2 Te 3 remain intact in both LRS and HRS and only GeTe contributes to the phase change process. Moreover, for Hamiltonian calculations of the LRS and HRS, GeTe is considered as a diatomic molecule with different intermolecular (GeTe-GeTe) coupling constants "a" in LRS and HRS states. Intramoleculer coupling, i.e., coupling between Ge-Te and Te-Ge "b" is assumed to be same.
charge injection mechanism of phase change proposed in the literature [20] , [21] . The LRS is resonantly bonded with a sixfold coordination between Ge and Te, whereas in the HRS, Ge is covalently bonded with Te with a fourfold coordination due to which there is a small local displacement of Ge atoms in HRS with respect to LRS. The basic difference between LRS and HRS as per the charge injection mechanism is shown schematically in Fig. 2 . Under these assumptions, our 1-D superlattice PCM structure with two atoms per unit cell in GeTe layer can be treated in a manner similar to Peierls' distortion. It should be noted that while GeTe is well known to exhibit Peierls' distortion at around its Curie temperature [22] , the phenomenon still gives us cues to calculate the effective mass Hamiltonian using the nearest-neighbor tight-binding approach. GeTe is considered as a diatomic molecule with different intermolecule (GeTe-GeTe) coupling constants "a" in LRS and HRS states as shown in Fig. 2 . The intramolecular coupling, i.e., the coupling between Ge-Te and Te-Ge "b" is assumed to be same. Furthermore, it is assumed that atoms in Sb 2 Te 3 remain intact in both LRS and HRS and only GeTe contributes to phase change process.
Despite GeTe and Sb 2 Te 3 having a comparable conductivity effective mass (0.045m 0 , where m 0 is the free electron mass) [30] , [39] , [40] , we have employed a spatially varying effective mass approach, which is a standard approach known to calculate the Hamiltonian of heterostructures with comprising units of different effective masses [36] . For the Hamiltonian calculation of LRS, both intermolecular coupling "a" and intramolecular coupling "b" are considered equal to t 0 , where
where m eW (B) is the effective mass of well (barrier) material as obtained from the literature. Therefore, for LRS, Fig. 3 . Calculation of coupling parameter for the Hamiltonian calculation of HRS GeTe as compared to the LRS GeTe (t 0 ). The variation in LRS (blue curve) and HRS (red curve) conductance (left y -axis) and device ON/OFF ratio (black curve with right y -axis) at low bias, with respect to coupling parameter of HRS in conventional device [18] which consists of GeTe well on one side and Sb ¾ Te ¿ barrier on other side of the device with 8 periods (GeTe/Sb 2 Te 3 ) 8 . To maintain an ON/OFF ratio of 100 for a reliable switching operation, coupling parameter of 0.97t 0 between GeTe-GeTe, which is 3% less than that of LSR, is chosen for simulations.
the Hamiltonian is the same as that of an atomic chain with a single atom per unit cell instead of two. From (8), it is evident that the calculation of coupling constant for different materials depends upon the effective masses of respective materials, keeping "a" constant. On the other hand, for the HRS of GeTe, the direct effective mass and, hence, the coupling constant are not known in the literature. Therefore, we estimate the coupling constant of GeTe HRS for our Hamiltonian calculation by exploiting the fact that for a read operation, an ON/OFF ratio of 100 needs to be maintained for a reliable operation. We decrease the intermolecular coupling "a" with respect to that of the LRS state considering the fact that for the HRS state, the conduction should be lesser than that with the LRS, maintaining an ON/OFF ratio of 100 at the read voltage. At the same time, the intramolecular coupling "b" is kept constant equal to t 0 . A variation factor of 1%-10% is tried and NEGF-Poisson equations are solved self consistently to calculate low bias conductance of LRS as well as of HRS state thus obtained [ Fig. 3 ]. As expected, the conductance of HRS state (red curve) reduces with an increase in variation factor with respect to LRS, resulting in an increasing ON/OFF ratio (black curve). However, to avoid underestimation of HRS coupling constant and, hence, unrealistic ON/OFF ratio, we consider the variation factor at which ON/OFF ratio reaches two orders of magnitude. Therefore, we obtain a variation factor of 3% in coupling constant of HRS with respect to coupling constant of LRS.
We have validated our simulation results on GeTe with the literature [41] as shown in Fig. 4 to establish the confidence in our simulation framework. Liu et al. [41] calculated the current density voltage characteristics of a 6-nm amorphous GeTe created using ab initio models and verified using the stateof-the-art scaling experiments, shown as the red curve in the figure. The blue curve in the figure shows the same for an HRS GeTe calculated using our NEGF-based simulation framework which is fairly in close agreement with the literature results. Using the same simulation framework, we have studied various configurations of GeTe/Sb 2 Te 3 -based superlattice as will be explained in the Results section.
D. Antireflective Coatings
The concept of ARC is borrowed from optics, where the incident light wave reflected by the interfaces of the ARC barrier creating two out of phase reflection waves. These reflected waves add destructively to cancel out the reflection component, thereby increasing the transmission of light. From the principles of interference (Bragg's Law) 2dsinθ = nλ (9) where λ is the wavelength of the incident wave and d is the thickness of the ARC layer. For a normal incident wave, the thickness of the ARC coating should be quarter the wavelength of the incident light wave for a destructive interference. On a similar note, the wave nature of electrons permits the modulation of the overall transmission through a device by minimizing the overall reflection and, hence, improving the transmission. Thus, the objective of using ARC barriers in any superlattice structure is to enhance the overall transmission by filtering out the reflective component of the incident electron wave. From (9) , d is the period of the superlattice device with d = l w + l b . From the transfer-matrix method framework, Pacher et al. [23] have derived that the additional barriers at the end of a finite superlattice should be equal to half the barrier width of superlattice to act as a Bragg reflector. Furthermore, the potential (barrier height) of the ARC should commensurate with the Bloch eigenstates of the periodic superlattice encompassed by the ARC [24] , [25] .
With the current advancements in nanotechnology, the fabrication of ARC-based superlattices is very much possible. For example, Ohyanagi and Takaura [35] have studied various configurations of PCM superlattices with different thicknesses of GeTe and Sb 2 Te 3 ranging from 1 to 10 nm. The ARC-based design explained above involves additional layers of a thickness of half the barrier width, i.e., 2 nm for Sb 2 Te 3 in this case, which lies in the fabrication range of the existing superlattice PCM technology. Moreover, since no new material is involved It should be noted that the area under the transmission curve (AUC) includes the transmission peaks as well, however, for the sake of representation we have only used the red shaded regions without filling the whole area. As expected, transmission in HRS of WB configuration is lesser than LRS. Comparing (a) and (c), it is observed that the transmission in LRS state increases with inclusion of ARC, whereas for ARC HRS state, transmission decreases with ARC (d) as compared to WB-HRS which in turn favors the ON/OFF ratio. Plots are zoomed in only for the first miniband.
in the ARC layer, so the issues related to lattice constant mismatch are ruled out. Therefore, this design is very practical and less process invariant from the fabrication point of view.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Transmission Characteristics
Transmission characteristics of the LRS and the HRS states of the superlattice with ARC in comparison with the conventional WB-SL configuration is shown in Fig. 5 . Due to the inherent periodic nature of a superlattice, the solution of Schrödinger equation using the self-consistent NEGF equations exhibits the miniband formation with the transmission spectrum having the number of peaks equal to the number of wells in between the barriers as evident from Fig. 5 . The red-shaded region in the figure shows schematically the area under the transmission curve (AUC) which is an indicative of the overall conduction in the device keeping all the other parameters constant. It should be noted that the AUC includes the transmission peaks as well; however, for the sake of representation, we have only used the red-shaded regions without filling the whole area. In accordance with the PCM theory, the equilibrium transmission T (E) in the HRS state of the WB-SL configuration in Fig. 5(b) has a lesser effective AUC Fig. 6 . R RESET versus voltage plot for LRS state of four configurations used in the study. Cutoff voltage is calculated when ON/OFF ratio becomes 100. For ARC configuration (red curve), a cutoff voltage of 0.30 V is noted as compared to 0.44 V with WB configuration (blue curve) which amounts to 32± reduction as compared to that of the LRS state Fig. 5(a) . Furthermore, the energy levels E at which the transmission takes place shift to higher side in HRS state in congruence with its lower conductivity than LRS state.
In Fig. 5(c) , the equilibrium transmission of the superlattice with the ARC barriers on both sides of the superlattice is shown. It is observed that in the LRS, the device with ARC has a better transmission in the first miniband as compared to that of the WB-SL structure. However, in the HRS, there is a reduction in the transmission as shown in Fig. 5(d) favoring the ON/OFF ratio of the PCM device.
B. Switching Voltage
As explained in the previous section, the ARC helps in attaining a better transmission, which, in turn, reflects in the overall conduction of the device and thereby a reduction in the threshold (or programming) voltage, as will be explained here. The variation in R RESET with respect to the applied voltage is shown in Fig. 6 . To calculate R RESET or R SET , a voltage bias is applied to the device and the current is calculated using the Landauer equation. It is observed that the R RESET increases with an increase in voltage. The threshold voltage is calculated when the R RESET /R SET or the ON/OFF ratio reaches 100 which is a reliable cutoff for storing the bits. With the inclusion of ARC, the programming voltage is noted to be 0.3 V as compared to 0.44 V with WB-SL configuration, amounting to a significant 32% reduction.
C. Effect of Scaling
The conductance at a low-voltage bias (1.0 mV), equivalent to the read out voltage of the PCM superlattice for all the four configurations used in this work, with respect to the size of the device, i.e., the number of barriers, is shown in Fig. 7(a) . The blue dotted curve in the top part of the figure shows the low bias conductance G LRS in the LRS state of WB-SL PCM, which remains almost constant on scaling down and increases steeply below 3 barriers, i.e., 15 nm. The BB-SL and WW-SL shown by the black dashed and green dot-dash curves, respectively, follow the same trend as that of WB-SL. However, in the case of BB-SL, the conductance increases with respect to WB-SL and the increase is more sharp on scaling down, whereas for the WW-SL conductance in the LRS decreases as compared to the WB-SL. On the other hand, the conductance G LRS of ARC-SL is comparable to that of BB-SL (as shown in inset) and remains unaffected by scaling down. This is due to the fact that as the number of barriers of the superlattice reduces, the minibands become less distinct and the bandgap between minibands becomes narrower, which leads to an increase in conductance as we scale down to lesser number of barriers. Once the minibands start merging, it leads to a sharp increase in the conductance, which is in alignment with the literature [38] . However, in the case of ARC configuration, the number of peaks in the device is always higher than corresponding WB, BB, or WW-SL configurations, resulting in more distinct bandgaps.
The second half (bottom region) of Fig. 7(a) shows the low bias conductance of the corresponding HRS state of the devices. The scaling down behavior of the low bias Fig. 7(b) ] below two orders of magnitude which is critical for phase change operation, and hence puts a scaling limit on the device. However, with the ARC, the overall ON/OFF ratio improves as compared to the WB-SL which, in turn, will help in scaling down the device. This also explains the merit of ARC despite its conductance being lesser than that of the BB-SL in its LRS state.
D. Effect of Fermi Level
After establishing the effect of the ARC on SL-PCM performance, we shift our attention to the effect of Fermi level on switching voltage. It must be noted that for all the simulations carried out in this work, an E f of E c + 4 kT is assumed, which falls in the first miniband region for a reasonable conduction. The importance of choosing an optimum E f for the best performance of SL-PCM is depicted in Fig. 8 . For E f values less than 2 kT or greater than 4 kT with respect to E c , the switching voltage increases due to a mismatch of the selected energy range within the first miniband. Moreover, there is no switching outside the depicted range of E f since the required ratio for the calculation of switching voltage is not achieved in the case of WB-SL (blue curve). On the other hand, in the case of the ARC enabled SL-PCM, which is demonstrated to have a higher ON/OFF ratio than that with a WB-SL PCM, a broader permissible range of E f is possible which makes the device applicable for a larger range of dopings. However, the voltage required to switch the device will be larger as we move away from the optimum E f value of 3-4 kT with respect to E c for the device dimensions deployed in this work.
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have theoretically proposed and demonstrated the use of ARC barriers in a GeTe/Sb 2 Te 3 -based superlattice PCM in order to reduce the programming energy requirements of the device. Various configurations are analyzed using our self-consistent NEGF-Poisson solver that was developed for this work, primarily to predict the effect of ARC on the RESET operation of the SL-PCM. It is shown that the ARC enabled superlattice PCM outperforms the conventional WB-SL PCM in terms of programming energy requirements, ON/OFF ratios and, hence, its scalability. We believe that this work would set a stage for designing superlattice PCMs using a physics guided approach. Furthermore, the role of electronphonon scattering effects on the performance of ARC enabled SL-PCMs can be explored as a future problem.
